In this report, we improve a sensitivity of odor sensing system using ball SAW devices. Although, we reported the three-flavor identification using four ball SAW devices with different sensing films, the concentrations of the fruits flavors had to be high in the previous study. Thus several optimizations were performed here. First, we optimized the coating parameters of AC electrospray method. Second, we optimized sensing film thickness. Thirdly, we used Savitzky-Golay filter for smoothing response waveforms. Fig.1 shows the experimental setup for low concentration odor. When VOCs are introduced to the sensor cell by the pump, SAW phase shift is measured using a digital quadrature detector (QOD). The measurement interval of the phase value is 1ms and it is possible to average 256 measurements over 0.256s. The concentrations of VOCs are measured using the Photo Ionization detector (PID) before experiments. Fig.2 shows the second derivative waveform of response to 90ppb butanol, which is below human threshold, after filtering by Savitzky-Golay filter for combining second-order differentiation with smoothing. After compensation, it is easy to detect adsorption and desorption points. Fig.3 shows the comparison of ball SAW with QCM sensor response speed the sensor response speeds to butanol of 900ppm.Although it takes 60s to saturate the QCM response, it takes only about 10s to saturate the Ball SAW device. The smell sample used the butanol of 900ppm. Thus the response speed of Ball SAW is several times faster than that of QCM.
After the improvement, we could detect butanol of 90ppb below human threshold. Finally we found that the response speed of the ball SAW device is superior to that of QCM with comparable sensitivity.
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